
THE FRIDAY LETTER
W E E K L Y  N E W S L E T T E R  O F  D U N A N N I E  S C H O O L

2 5  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 0

Dear Parents

What better way to end the week than with cake!  Thank you for all your donations in support of

MacMillan Cancer Support - we raised £88.75 for this extremely worthwhile charity (credit to Charlie

Mackesy for our Thought of the Week)

Our assemblies this week have been dealing with various topics.  On a Monday, we always cover the 'Be

Values'.  This term we are specifically concentrating on kindness.  We also have a regular Eco assembly on

a Wednesday and this week we announced the members of the new Eco Committee - Roma and Sophie

from Year 3 have been appointed due to their passionate pitch about protecting our planet; plus Tom and 

 Bertie, who are both fervent environmentalists, have also been appointed.  If you have any burning eco

suggestions for our Committee,  please do get in touch.  

We also have an assembly every Thursday and Friday.   This Thursday we discussed teamwork and the

importance of working together.  Increased creativity, building trust, making friends and tackling obstacles

are just a few of the many benefits.  We haven't been able to have our 'Celebration Assembly' this week

unfortunately due to the Long Leave Weekend but, rest assured, we will be doing this next week (and

making sure we hand out all those Mathletics certificates!)

A couple of housekeeping points.... Please remember to let the office know, by email, if your child is going

home with someone else at the end of the day and please remember that every child needs to have their

own clean water bottle in school every day.

Thank you for adhering to our requests to make drop-off and pick-up at Dunannie safer and for your

understanding and patience when it comes to all the changes we have had to implement in order to keep

everyone safe.  Please see an important notice from Colin below that will help us to ensure that our doors

stay open............



As always, should you have any questions please do not hesitate to get in touch via email or phone.  You can

reach me at srose@bedales.org.uk or contact Sophie and Rachel in the office at dunannie@bedales.org.uk.

Wishing you all a wonderful Long Leave weekend.

Warmest wishes

Sharon

PICK UP AND DROP OFF TIMINGS

We kindly ask parents to remain with their cars when dropping off and collecting.

Early Birds - 7.45 on playground

Morning drop off - 8.15/8.30 - car park or nursery gate

After school - 3.30/4.30/5.25 - car park (PLEASE WAIT BY YOUR CAR)

Swallow Club Mobile: 07826 870663

Because of the delays Bedales (senior school) have experienced with COVID testing and receiving results, they

have reviewed their testing protocol. Public Health England has acknowledged that the NHS testing system is

overwhelmed, and so has agreed to allow private tests to count towards the NHS’s contact tracing system. We

will have in place shortly after long leave our own testing facility to test symptomatic pupils across all three

schools. This should enable us to make the 24 hour wait a reality and so reduce the impact on pupils of having

to isolate indefinitely as we wait for the results to arrive. The updated testing and isolation protocol is attached

at the end of this letter.

As pupils will be travelling to different parts of the UK, we need to minimise the risk of anyone  bringing

COVID back to school at the end of long leave. There is a rising reproduction (R) number nationally, and

although East Hampshire still has relatively low numbers of infection (7 per 100,000) other regions of England,

including London, are seeing higher than average rates of infection During long leave, pupils should observe

the following guidelines:

Pupils should not return to school from a home where a member of the household is displaying symptoms of

COVID or has had contact within the 14 days prior to the weekend with anyone who has tested positive.

We advise that pupils should only mix with members of their own household. The government’s ‘rule of six’

will itself restrict the size of any social gatherings.

For a safe return after Long Leave and to ensure that the Dunannie doors stay wide open, please take note of the

below:

  

 

 

 

The latest government guidance is here: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-outbreak-

faqs-what-you-can-and-cant-do/coronavirus-outbreak-faqs-what-you-can-and-cant-do.

To ensure the safety of the whole school community and to ensure that we can keep the doors of Dunannie open,

please adhere to the guidelines outlined above. Never has the school community motto of ‘Work of each for Weal

of all’ been more important or more pertinent.  As the Prime Minister alluded to, each individual’s decisions and

actions matter and could have either a positive or a very detrimental effect on our community; the community

which we are striving so hard to maintain and protect.

 

Kind regards, Colin



NURSERY



RECEPTION

This week, Goldilocks and the three bears made an

appearance in the Reception home corner.  The children have

been sorting out items according to length for the three bears

and even made a new house for the bears to live in.  We have

also worked incredibly well as a team using pulleys to

transport items in our garden and listening to the instructions

from our friends. We have loved making messy play dough,

adding different colours and cinnamon to “spice” it

up!



YEAR 1

Year 1 have worked in pairs to

create transient art bird nest

pictures. They drew and

coloured the birds together then

searched for materials to make

the nests. They have also been

planning their own Stick Man

adventures to write next week!



We had such a great morning

thinking about where we might

find these creatures in the wood

and what food they might eat.

Later we took some photos of

these majestic woods using the

iPads. Look at a few of our

incredible photos.

YEAR 2



We’ve finished our beautiful

wings at last! We have also been

making our ‘light’ mobiles with

opaque, translucent and

transparent materials. They look

great in the classroom window!

Year 3 have also been

investigating soil and what’s

under our feet.

YEAR 3



Thank you all so much for the very generous Anthropologie voucher you gave me for
my retirement. I’m planning to spend it on something lovely to wear for the winter.  It
was such a sad end to my life at Dunannie not being able to say goodbye properly to
everyone and especially the children.  I did go to the end of year assembly but to see their
little faces and not go and chat with them afterwards was so sad.  And of course all the
hugs I missed out on!  I hope you all have a great year with lots of fun and laughter! 

Much love Georgina x
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MESSAGE FROM GEORGINA!




